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ULTIMATE SNEAKER DISPLAY COLLECTIONS
By: Ivan Lin (@ivan_lin_9850 - Instagram)

How long have you been collecting shoes?

I first started collecting shoes since I was Grade 10 in high

school, I have been collecting for around four years now. I got

my first W in the middle of Entrepreneur class (don’t do this)

and the adrenaline in my body was pumping around. The

timer was starting from 15 seconds on the Adidas confirmed

app, I practiced before with a practice confirm app and I was

prepared on what was coming next. Once the last second hit,

we had to choose a picture out of 9 photos which it told us to

select whichever one. I immediately hit the correct one, but I

tried getting size 10, but they sold out! At least I was given the

opportunity to choose in the range of 9.5-10.5 and then I won!

I had managed to secure a pair of the Adidas Human Race

NMD Pharrell Holi Festival in the core black colorway. At that

time, new pairs were going for $650. I managed to secure it

for retail and still couldn’t believe it. 

TOP 3 SHOES IN YOUR COLLECTION?

YEEZY 2 RED OCTOBERS

You can’t start from thin air, and my

community influenced my collection. My

school had people wearing the most hyped

sneakers, I saw Balenciaga, Travis Scott 1s,

Off Whites, and a lot more. There was one

shoe that people were praising that they

craving for, the Air Yeezy 2. More

specifically the Red October colorway. I

was Grade 9 during the time and didn’t

know what this sneaker is and when I

looked them up, I was surprised at the

design. Five years later, I managed to

source a used pair from my friend, Darren

Fei, and got the midsoles painted by my

friend Jeff Steffler. After the repaint was

done, I immediately got my shoes cleaned

up by another friend, Leon Luk. They

looked VNDS now and they are currently in

a secret location in Vancouver of course in

a TNS case.

YEEZY 350 BREDS

The next shoe in my collection is a very

special one to me. During a Spring Break

vacation in 2017, I was in Macau’s famous

shopping alleys and spotted 5 pairs of

Yeezy Breds just sitting on display. I could

not believe that they have Yeezys sitting on

the table. I had to buy one because it was

such a cool design. This ended up being my

first pair of hyped shoes. Over 3 years, they

were my running shoes, casual shoes, and

formal wear. Because I wore them that

often, I ended up wearing down the rubber

on the heel area. You can now feel the

boost coming through the rubber. Finally, I

decided to retire them and put on a pair of

sole protectors and now they’re sitting in

the collection section. Hope to cop a pair

on the restock coming up very soon!

NIKE MAGS

The final shoe in my collection which I

consider the top has to be the Mags. There

will always be someone who will mention

the Mags in person or in a YouTube video.

The design and backstory are iconic and

now they’re in my hands. When I first held

them, I immediately noticed how light they

were. With the batteries, LEDs, and

different components. However it’s the

2011 version, so that means it doesn’t have

the self-lacing components like the 2016

pairs. My pair is 482 / 1500. Still, such a rare

beauty that has stayed very well intact.

Any shoes you are hunting for?

I am currently hunting for a FOG collection. I currently have the

black and white shootarounds, Orange Pulse, Sail and Noir. I’m

currently looking for the Amarillo, Light Bone, Oatmeal, OG and the

Frosted Spruce. I love how Nike at least does a better job at quality

control on these than almost all of the products that they have ever

made!

How much is your collection worth?

My collection varies on a day to day basis. One day, I sell something

big or something small, then I buy something ridiculous. I just did a

trade with a Travis SB to a Grateful SB plus cash. Judging based on

the last time I updated my Google Sheets page and what just

recently came in, my collection is worth approximately $270,000.
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